Schedule A – Cost Schedule (Revised as a part of Addendum 1)

The University intends to purchase a portion of the Multidisciplinary Biomedical Research Building/iBio Vivarium Equipment: Package 1 for **small animal cage, rack and assemblies** for delivery in the summer of 2015 and purchase additional assemblies prior to May 1, 2016.

Please provide information and pricing for complete cage, rack, blower assemblies including any and/or all incidentals, ready to be connected to existing watering system, HVAC exhaust and low voltage connections for a fully operating system. Equipment to be delivered to the site fully assembled; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Equipment shall be delivered to the site, uncrated and fully assembled ready to use. Delivery will be coordinated with the WSU project manager for delivery during regular business hours. The project site includes an on grade loading dock and elevator, but any lift equipment and labor required to deliver the equipment to its permanent destination must be included as a part of the bid response. All packaging is to be removed from the site by the supplier. Freight costs to be provided based on total order costs, as listed below:

Assembly A - Single sided unit, mice rack assembly: Include all cages to fill rack, rack, HVAC blower unit fittings to connect to existing duct, watering system manifold, bottles, and all incidentals. Price shall be inclusive of all OH&P, freight and set up costs; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Cost for one complete assembly: ___________________________ per Assembly

Assembly B - Single sided unit, rat rack assembly: Include all cages to fill rack, rack, HVAC blower unit fittings to connect to existing duct, watering system manifold, bottles, and all incidentals. Price shall be inclusive of all OH&P, freight and set up costs; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Cost for one complete assembly: ___________________________ per Assembly

Assembly C - Double sided unit, mice rack assembly: Include all cages to fill rack, rack, HVAC blower unit fittings to connect to existing duct, watering system manifold, bottles, and all incidentals. Price shall be inclusive of all OH&P, freight and set up costs; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Cost for one complete assembly: ___________________________ per Assembly

Assembly D - Double sided unit, rat rack assembly: Include all cages to fill rack, rack, HVAC blower unit fittings to connect to existing duct, watering system manifold, bottles, and all incidentals. Price shall be inclusive of all OH&P, freight and set up costs; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Cost for one complete assembly: ___________________________ per Assembly

Alternate Lid - Provide supplemental lower wire bar lids for combination mouse/rat rack assembly and all incidentals. Price shall be inclusive of all OH&P, freight and set up costs; only labor for final connections to be by others.

Cost for one complete assembly: ___________________________ per Assembly
Blower Unit – Unit to support two single sided or two double sided racks: ___________________

Freight Costs:
- Added freight costs for a total purchase order of $0 to $50,000: ___________________
- Added freight costs for a total purchase order of $50,001 to $250,000: ______________
- Added freight costs for a total purchase order of $250,001 to $500,000: ______________
- Added freight costs for a total purchase order of more than $501,000: ______________

Lead Time after shop Drawing Approval: _____________________________________________

Base Bid Pricing Good Through: ____________________________________________________

Cost adjustment (added %) to provide equipment after base bid pricing, after May 1, 2016: _________________________________________________________

Provide manufacturers literature that clearly describes proposed equipment including cage sizes, quantity of cages on individual racks, and HVAC connection requirements with your bid.

Email your responses to Robin Watkins at ag5343@wayne.edu and copy Paula Reyes at bb2709@wayne.edu. Remember, your bids must be in the format provided and be received in the Procurement & Strategic Sourcing by April 8, 2015 by 4:00 p.m.

Company Name: ________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Telephone: (____________________)_______________________________________________
Fax: (____________________)_____________________________________________________
Email address: ________________________________________________________________
Submitted by: _________________________________________________________________
Signature: ____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________ (Title) (Date)